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1 Introdu tion
The do toral thesis presented on May 25th, 2007 (Jaros h, 2007a) is based on the following
papers, whi h are in luded as hapters in the thesis. A summary of the main results of ea h
paper is given in subsequent se tions.
•

Jaros h, A. H.: I etools: a Full Stokes Finite Element Model for Gla iers, Computers &
Geos ien es, 2007. (in review) Se tion 3.

•

Jaros h, A. H.,

Gudmundsson M. T.: Numeri al studies of i e ow over subgla ial
geothermal heat sour es at Grímsvötn, I eland, using Full Stokes equations, Journal of
Geophysi al Resear h, Earth Surfa e, 2007, 112, F02008, doi:10.1029/2006JF000540 Se

tion 4.
•

-

Jaros h, A. H.,

Gudmundsson, M. T., Högnadóttir, Þ, Axelsson, G.: Progressive ooling of the hyalo lastite ridge at Gjálp, I eland, 1996 - 2005, Journal of Vol anology and
Geothermal Resear h, 2007. (submitted)

Se tion 5.

The primary aim of the work presented is to gain deeper understanding of the intera tion between subgla ial heat sour es and i e, generally termed vol ano-i e intera tion. Common types of
heat sour es en ountered are subgla ial geothermal systems of dierent sizes as well as vol anoes
or vol ani systems buried underneath gla iers or i e sheets. Previously reported sites featuring
subgla ial heat sour es in lude several i e-lled alderas around the world (e.g. Clarke et al.,
1989; Major and Newhall, 1989) and the large i e aps in I eland, espe ially Vatnajökull and
Mýrdalsjökull (e.g. Björnsson, 1988; Björnsson and Gudmundsson, 1993; Gudmundsson et al.,
1997, 2002a, 2004, 2007; Jaros h and Gudmundsson, 2007). There is also eviden e of an a tive
vol ani area underneath the West Antar ti I e Sheet, near the Whitmore mountains (Blankenship et al., 1993; Behrendt et al., 1994, 1995). Moreover, vol ani regions at high and middle
latitude were i e overed during the Pleisto ene and earlier gla iations (e.g. Veli hko et al., 1997;
Hi kson, 2000).

2 Resear h obje tives
By fo using on the ee ts of geothermal heat sour es on i e dynami s in temperate gla iers,
where i e temperatures are at the pressure melting point, the following resear h obje tives are
investigated:
(i) A urate numeri al simulation of i e dynami s above subgla ial heat sour es with a state
of the art i e ow model.
(ii) Development of methods to infer subgla ial heat sour e parameters by using gla ial surfa e
data: e.g. i e surfa e velo ities, surfa e mass balan e re ords and surfa e depressions
volume hanges.
(iii) Re onstru tion of the heat output re ord from the subgla ial hyalo lastite ridge (edi e)
formed in the 1996 Gjálp eruption, Vatnajökull, I eland.
Earlier work on the intera tion between subgla ial heat sour es and i e has not utilized numeri al i e models to investigate quantitatively the i e dynami s involved. Until now, published
resear h has used detailed alorimetri work to study heat output from subgla ial geothermal
areas and vol anoes, notably at Grímsvötn and Gjálp (Fig. 1) (Björnsson, 1988; Björnsson and
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Figure 1: Lo ation map. (a) A detailed map of the Vatnajökull i e ap, the Gjálp vol ani ssure
and the Grímsvötn vol ani system. (b) An overview of the vol ani systems of I eland.
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Einarsson, 1990; Björnsson and Gudmundsson, 1993; Björnsson et al., 2001). In re ent years,
onsiderable advan es have been made in i e ow modeling, both on the s ale of i e sheets / i e
aps and on a more lo al s ale like small parts within a gla ier. These new insights have made the
use of a modern i e ow model to study vol ano-i e intera tion more feasible. A better understanding of the pro esses involved in su h an intera tion has a very pra ti al dimension. As heat
is transfered from the subgla ial heat sour e to the i e, meltwater is reated, whi h an ause
jökulhlaups and lahars. These generally atastrophi events pose major threats in some vol ani
regions, in luding I eland (e.g. Major and Newhall, 1989; Björnsson, 2003; Gudmundsson, 2005).
The i e- overed vol ani regions in I eland oer ex ellent opportunities to study the intera tion of gla iers with subgla ial heat sour es at various s ales. Subgla ial eruptions are more ommon than elsewhere on Earth (e.g. Larsen, 2002; Gudmundsson, 2005; Thordarson and Larsen,
2007) and I eland has many subgla ial geothermal areas of dierent sizes and intensities (e.g.
Björnsson, 1988; Gudmundsson et al., 2007). The western part of Vatnajökull hosts the highly
a tive Grímsvötn entral vol ano and the re ent eruption site of Gjálp. This area oers a unique
variety of settings ranging from small i e surfa e depressions due to minor subgla ial geothermal
a tivity to large vol ani eruptions. Field data from this area olle ted over the last 10 years of
intense vol ani and geothermal a tivity forms an important part of this study.

3 I etools: a Full Stokes Finite Element Model for Gla iers
Detailed studies of gla ier ow and deformation of i e require high resolution numeri al modeling.
The model presented in this paper, i etools, solves the Stokes equation in luding all omponents
of the stress tensor, termed full Stokes, with the nite element method to enable su h detailed
studies (Jaros h, 2007b). I etools is apable of running in parallel on omputational lusters
providing the omputing power for large s ale simulations.
Two dierent numeri al tests were performed to demonstrate the apability of the model; (1)
a omparison with the analyti al solution for gravity driven plane ow down an in lined plane,
and (2) ow over a Gaussian-shaped bed disturban e in omparison with the analyti al transfer
fun tions for this ase. The se ond test involves time evolution of the surfa e geometry from an
initially uniformly sloping surfa e. A linear rheology medium with a vis osity of 8×1013Pa s and a
non-linear medium with Glen rheology exponent n = 3 and rate fa tor of A = 23×10−16s−1 kPa−3
were studied. Both orrelate well with the analyti al solution and rea h steady state, dened
as when the maximum verti al movement drops below 5 × 10−5 times the mean i e thi kness
per year. The steady state was rea hed after 282 years for the linear ase and 135 years for
the non-linear ase. The results of this omparison s aled to the mean i e thi kness h = 200 m
and for bedro k slope angle of 3◦ are displayed in Fig. 2. The main results of this paper an be
summarized in the following on lusions:
• Numeri al ben hmark tests revealed a maximum error of the model in omparison with
the analyti al solution for a gravity driven plane ow down an in lined plane as low as
0.08 % for the smallest investigated grid size of 12.5 m on a squared grid, using the analyti al solution as inow and outow boundary onditions. The dierent error behavior
between squared and triangular grid elements was demonstrated as well for this test ase.
By investigating the ow over a single, Gaussian-shaped bed disturban e, it was possible to a hieve orrelation oe ients of 0.977 for a non-linear medium with n = 3 and
0.983 for a linear medium in omparison with the analyti al transfer fun tions for this
problem (Gudmundsson, 2003).
• The presented model, i etools, is a useful tool for tea hing Full Stokes numeri al i e models utilizing its simple-to-understand Matlab r interfa e. It was also su essfully used to
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Figure 2: Comparison of three numeri al model results with the analyti al transfer fun tions for
a linear medium (red). The numeri al result for a linear medium with a vis osity of 8 × 1013 Pa s
(dashed blue),and a non-linear medium with n = 3 and A = 23 × 10−16 s−1 kPa−3 (green) are
displayed for the 20h long model domain. The linear medium ase for a 60h long model domain
(blue) is also shown. All numeri al solutions are plotted after they fullled the steady state
riteria ( p. text). Main ow dire tion is indi ated with the bla k arrow. (a) displays a loseup view of the surfa e response to the bed disturban e, whereas (b) in ludes the a tual bed
disturban e and the 20h linear medium ase is not plotted here (Jaros h, 2007b).
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Figure 3: Contour map of the surfa e elevation hange in the northeastern part of Grímsvötn
between 2004 and 1998. Bla k lines mark the three proles and negative elevation hange is
displayed in olors. The large uplift on the left ree ts a rise in the level of the subgla ial
Grímsvötn lake (Jaros h and Gudmundsson, 2007).

investigate formation of i e surfa e depressions at the subgla ial Grímsvötn vol ano in
I eland (Jaros h and Gudmundsson, 2007).

4 Numeri al studies of i e ow over subgla ial geothermal
heat sour es at Grímsvötn, I eland, using Full Stokes
equations
Jaros h and Gudmundsson (2007) studied the evolution of a surfa e depression whi h formed
between 1998 and 2004 on the eastern side of Grímsvötn (Figs. 1 and 3). The numeri al i e ow
model I etools (Jaros h, 2007b) has been used to study i e dynami s above the geothermal heat
sour e lo ated on the aldera rim. Three north-south trending proles (Fig. 3) were ombined
to reate a numeri al model of the region in luding a 400 m long geothermal heat sour e. The
heat ux at the bedro k-i e interfa e was assumed to be distributed with the intensity being
Gaussian-shaped over the 400 m long se tion.
To infer heat ux values at the bottom of the gla ier, the numeri al model has been used to
simulate several s enarios of gla ier surfa e evolution above the geothermal heat sour e based
on dierent model parameters. The heat ux values implemented in the model and the stiness
of the i e (represented by the rate fa tor in Glen's ow law (Glen, 1955; Nye, 1957)) are the
key model parameters to tune the simulated surfa e evolution to the measured surfa e evolution
between 1998 and 2004. The stiness parameter for the i e around Grímsvötn has been estimated
by Aðalgeirsdóttir et al. (2000) and is used in this study as the favorable value. As soon as the
5

Figure 4: The ratio between the simulated and measured volume hange (rvol ) during the
model period from 1998 to 2004 as a fun tion of heat ux (qav ) for 3 dierent rate fa tors,
A (×10−16 s−1 kPa−3). The dotted line marks the perfe t volume t, rvol = 1 and the verti al
dashed line marks the heat ux value qstart , estimated by the measured volume hange, in luding
a surfa e mass balan e but ignoring all i e ux. Dash-dotted lines denote the linear regressions
through the orresponding data sets.

modeled surfa e evolution mat hed the measured one, the model reprodu es the behavior of the
system su iently well and the implemented heat ux values an be used as an estimate for
the heat ux values of the real geothermal heat sour e. A quality parameter is used to quantify
how well the model ts the measured surfa e evolution. It is based on the surfa e depression
volumes and has been termed rvol . If rvol = 1 a perfe t mat h is a hieved, values > 1 represent
overestimation in volume by the model and values < 1 underestimation respe tively.
Extensive numeri al simulations of the system have revealed a strong dependen y of inferred
heat uxes on the rate fa tor A in Glen's ow law. As mentioned above, this rate fa tor des ribes
the stiness of the i e. It depends on several physi al parameters, e.g. temperature, impurities
and water ontent. More details about this model parameter an be found in Jaros h and
Gudmundsson (2007) or Paterson (2001). A sensitivity study for three values of A has been
arried out and the results are displayed in Fig. 4.
As an be seen in Fig. 4, the estimation of heat ux values depends heavily on the rate
fa tor (stiness) used. Heat ux values range from 260 - 390 W m−2 depending on the hosen
i e stiness. This dependen y of the heat ux results an be explained by the i e dynami s
above the geothermal heat sour e. The numeri al simulations of the system have revealed the
importan e of horizontal i e movement into the surfa e depression as the depression is formed
over time. Fig. 5b demonstrates the in rease of horizontal i e ow into the depression over time.
Before the depression was formed, horizontal i e velo ities have been of the order of 10 m year−1
(not shown here) but at the end of the simulation horizontal i e velo ities have in reased to ∼70
m year−1
This sevenfold in rease in i e velo ities auses transport of more and more i e into the depression over time and the ex ess of i e mass inuen es the surfa e evolution of the model, whi h
is the key to estimate heat ux values. The strong dependen y on the i e stiness is due to
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Figure 5: The nal velo ity ow eld at the end of the simulation (A = 23 × 10−16 s−1 kPa−3).
(a) the norm of the velo ity ve tor, (b) the horizontal and ( ) the verti al omponent as olors
in m year−1. The bla k bar indi ates the extent of the heat sour e.
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the fa t that the softer the i e is (higher values of A) the more i e mass is transported into the
depression. Sin e the stiness of the i e is known for the Grímsvötn area, heat ux values an
a urately be obtained with this method and the main ndings of this work an be summarized
as follows:
• A systemati 15-75 % underestimate of the geothermal ux an o ur if inow of i e into
the depression is ignored. In this study, the amount by whi h the geothermal ux is
underestimated is shown to be linearly related to the hosen values of the rate fa tor A in
Glen's ow law. It is found that omission of the heat ontribution used to melt inowing
i e would lead to an underestimate of 23 % if A = 23 × 10−16 s−1 kPa−3 is used.
• The average heat ux under the depression is estimated as 260-390 W m−2 , with 280 W
m−2 orresponding to the favored value of A. These heat ux values are of the same order
of magnitude as those at other, powerful subgla ial geothermal areas in I eland. The mean
heat output of the 2.5-km-long depression over the survey period was 250-300 MW.
• The maximum deformation rate determined by the model is 1 × 10−7 s−1 , indi ating that
Glen's ow law (and thus the full Stokes approa h used here) should be widely appli able
to many ases where geothermal areas o ur beneath i e.

5 Progressive ooling of the hyalo lastite ridge at Gjálp,
I eland, 1996 - 2005
The 1996 Gjálp eruption within Vatnajökull (Fig. 1) played an important role in the pro ess of
understanding subgla ial eruptions. It was the rst signi ant eruption within a large i e ap
to be monitored in any detail. A onsiderable amount of new insights on pro esses o urring in
subgla ial eruptions under temperate gla iers, gained from the Gjálp observations, has already
been published ((e.g. Björnsson et al., 2001; Gudmundsson et al., 1997, 2002a,b, 2004)). The
re onstru tion of the heat output re ord of the Gjálp edi e between 1996 and 2005 represents a
major step forward towards understanding the formation and preservation of hyalo lastite ridges
within gla iers.
Tuyas (table mountains), hyalo lastite ridges and sheets are ommon types of morphologies
formed during subgla ial eruptions (e.g. Mathews, 1947; Jones, 1969; Gudmundsson, 2005). During the Pleisto ene, subgla ial vol ani a tivity was a major, land-shaping pro ess in I eland,
reating hyalo lastite ridges and tuyas. Those formations still dominate large parts of the presentday lands ape. Subgla ial vol anism turns out to be a major land forming pro ess in other parts
of the world as well, e.g in western Canada (e.g. Mathews, 1947; Hi kson, 2000) or on the
Antar ti Peninsula, where extensive hyalo lastite regions are found (Smellie, 1999).
A omparison of the Gjálp edi e and it's evolution with ridges formed during the Pleisto ene
under an i e sheet gives rise to several important questions. They an be formulated a ording
to Gudmundsson et al. (2002a) as: (1) How well an the freshly formed Gjálp ridge, an initially
un onsolidated pile of vol ani glass and tephra, withstand erosion from moving i e? (2) Can
palagonitization prevent erosion and what is the rate of alteration for the Gjálp ridge? (3)
What role does diversion of i e ow play in the preservation of the edi e? (4) Whi h general
on lusions about the behavior of subgla ial as well as subaqueous eruptions an be made?
A pile of initially un onsolidated vol ani material at the base of a gla ier, subje ted to fast
i e ow is expe ted to suer heavy erosion. Therefore large parts of a vol ani edi e may
be removed over a relatively short period of time. It has been suggested that su h erosion
pro esses have o urred in West Antar ti a (Behrendt et al., 1995) and may have happened also
8

Figure 6: Evolution of the heat output of the Gjálp edi e 1996-2006. After June 2001 the
power drops to 0 ± 2 × 108 W. For omparison the results based on ombined InSAR and GPS
from Gudmundsson et al. (2002b) are marked with bla k ir les. (II) marks the period from the
end of eruption until June 1997, (III) June 1997-June (2001), and (IV) the period sin e June
2001 (see text).
in I eland (Bourgeois et al., 1998). The Pleisto ene ridges and tuyas found in I eland are made
of pillow lava, bre ia and hyalo lastite, with hyalo lastite being the major omponent in some
of the ridges (S hopka et al., 2006; Jakobsson, 1979). A ommon feature of these formations is
that the vol ani glass has altered into palagonite, turning the loose pile of vol ani glass into
onsolidated ro k (Jones, 1969; Jakobsson, 1979). This onsolidation has been a key fa tor in
preserving the edi es by making them resistant to gla ier erosion. However, the rate at whi h
this alteration o urs in the subgla ial environment is unknown.
Another important aspe t of studying the heat output re ord of the Gjálp edi e is to assess
the potential for jökulhlaups to o ur after the eruption. During the monitored period between
late 1996 and mid 2005, no signi ant meltwater a umulation was dete ted at the Gjálp eruption
site be ause the meltwater produ ed drained ontinuously into the Grímsvötn subgla ial lake.
Large jökulhlaups are highly likely to o ur during or right after an subgla ial eruption. The
likelihood of o urren e de reases rapidly after an eruption unless an unusual bedro k geometry
favors water a umulation within the gla ier.
To be able to give answers to the questions stated above, the heat output re ord of Gjálp
between 1996-2005 has been re onstru ted using an extensive data set of eld measurements,
e.g. gla ier surfa e topography maps, i e surfa e velo ity measurements, and a umulation
measurements. This data set has already been published (Gudmundsson and Högnadóttir, 2003;
Jaros h et al., 2005; Jaros h, 2007a) and has been ombined with a numeri al gla ier ow model
of the inow area north of Gjálp using the I etools software (Jaros h, 2007b). The ombined
data an be used to estimate heat output from the Gjálp edi e over time (details of the method
are given in Jaros h et al. (2007)) and the result is shown in Fig. 6.
In the attempt to explain the ooling history of Gjálp, a liquid-phase buoyan y-driven heat
transport model has been used in ombination with estimated average temperatures within the
edi e (Jaros h et al., 2007). The heat transport model ompares likely permeability values for
the edi e with the a tual heat ux re ord and also in ludes a simple, heat ondu tion based
9

Figure 7: Heat ux estimates based on three dierent permeability values, estimated temperature onditions and assuming liquid phase buoyan y driven ow. The Gjálp heat ux re ord
is displayed in red. For omparison, heat ux values assuming ondu tion and the same temperature onditions are shown in green. A best t an be obtained using permeability values of
1-2×10−12 m2 .
model for omparison (Fig. 7).
Three permeability values were used to estimate possible heat ux values, two from Surtsey
and one from Hawaii. For unaltered hyalo lastite in Surtsey k1 = 1.2 × 10−10 m2 was used and
for altered hyalo lastite at a depth of 60-100 m b.s.l. k2 = 4.1 × 10−13 m2 (Stefansson et al.,
1985). The very old hyalo lastite from Hawaii, whi h was found at a depth of 2000-3000 m b.s.l.
has a permeability of k3 = 1 × 10−15 m2 (Dannowski, 2002). As Fig. 7 learly indi ates, likely
permeability values for the Gjálp edi e are similar to those found in altered hyalo lastite at
Surtsey. This result in ombination with the other ndings from this study (Jaros h et al., 2007)
lead to the following main on lusions:
• The heat output history of Gjálp an be divided into four episodes: (I) The eruption (13
days), (II) end of eruption until June 1997, (III) June 1997 - June (2001), and (IV) the
period sin e June 2001. During episode (I) heat output dropped from initially > 2 × 1012
W to 7 × 1010 W and further de reased to 3 × 109 W by the end of episode (II). An
average value of 1.2 × 109 W hara terized episode (III) and no signi ant heat output was
measured in episode (IV).
• The total eruptive energy was 1.50 ± 0.28 × 1018 J, estimated from the volume of erupted
material. A remarkable ∼ 64 % of the total energy was released during the eruption itself
and by June 2005, only some 5 % remained within the edi e.
• The heat remaining in the edi e at several points in time has been determined and its
average temperature estimated. The temperature dropped from ∼ 240 ◦C at the end of the
eruption to ∼ 128 ◦ C after three months and ∼ 107 ◦ C after nine months. In mid 1999 an
average temperature of ∼ 58 ◦ C is estimated and ∼ 38 ◦ by mid 2001, with little ooling
o urring sin e.
• Using a liquid-phase buoyan y-driven onve tion model and the derived edi e temperatures, it is found that the ooling history is onsistent with permeability values of order
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10−12 -10−13 m2 , similar to that estimated for onsolidated hyalo lastite in the island of
Surtsey, but in onsistent with a pile of loose tephra. This may indi ate that the edi e
onsolidated to dense hyalo lastite in the rst 1 or 2 years. However, this remains spe ulative.
• No traversing i e ow over the edi e was observed in the surfa e velo ity data re ord,
indi ating that the surfa e depression losure still dominates the lo al i e ow eld.
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